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The evidence from the Bible describes the ancient Hebrews as being Afro-haired and Black.

Abraham, Jacob, David, and Solomon were Black. Pictures of the ancient Hebrews show this part of

Biblical record to be accurate. Most people do not know that the original Arabs of ancient times were

Black. This audiobook quotes ancient authorities and the ancient Arabs themselves to show that

they were considered by themselves, and others, as Black. It also demonstrates how the Arabs

became more intermixed with time. A must buy for those interested in ancient Asiatic Black people!
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The author says, "The evidence from the Bible describes the ancient Hebrews as being Afro-haired

and Black." I must admit that I bought this book to debunk it. I have read the Bible many times and

did not believe that any such evidence was in there. I was wrong. It's there, alright. I had just missed

it.I will admit that the author starts out with some sheer speculation, but he follows it up with clear

evidence, quoting passage after passage that proves his point. Particularly telling are the passages

in Leviticus where the priests are required to evaluate white spots for evidence of leprosy. The text

goes into great detail about "bright" spots that are darkish white, somewhat dark, pale white,

yellowish, etc. It is clear from the text that all of the above are anomalies, and the normal skin color

is darker than "somewhat dark".I certainly didn't remember that these passages were in there, and

am not sure I would have understood their significance without the author pointing out how they

dovetail with other passages. I encourage you to read it for yourself. I started out a skeptic, but this

author has me convinced,



A most interesting read, along with photos of ancient architecture that we have failed to SEE what is

there so clearly.Definitely awakens one's curiosity to dig deeper into this subject and how, yet again,

history has been conveniently "edited" by those in authority to have us believe deceptions.

Very simple and illusive explanation of how biblical depictions of Hebrew characters support their

African ancestry and pigmentation. The author reasons well and cites many resources for follow up

research. The book feels more like a college term paper on the subject. Regardless, it is informative

rather than demonstrative of brilliance. This book is a quick read that satisfies a bit of curiosity as to

whether the Hebrews "were always pale/White" or "browned". If you are seeking an intense read,

this is not for you. The argument for Hebrew blackness is well supported, although this should not

pose as a sole source that is invincible against critics that motion for white Hebrews. This does not

pose an argument against the "contemporary" racial makeup of Jews or Hebrews (which are not

necessarily the same thing BTW). This "illuminates" an omitted history of racial composition of this

particular group of people. If it is widely accepted that humanity's origins were in Africa, then it is

naturally inferred that the Hebrews MIGRATED to the Middle East, and their current skin

pigmentation is an adaptation of new cultural/regional activities, human advancements in housing,

and their environment. Having black skin does not denote racial superiority nor does having whiter

skin. But if indeed we are viewing this cultural group's history through the anthropological lens, it

would be wise to consider how they developed into their cultural and religious identity while factoring

in their collective physical traits. Human activity is also influenced by their environment, and the

environment is influenced by human activity.Anyway, good read. Just steady your expectations.

This books qualifies as an introduction to other reads regarding the historical identity of biblical

characters

This is a great book in the help to destroy the myth that Egypt and the ancient world were White or

Arabs and not Black Africans. If you are in search of books that put Blacks in their proper place in

ancient and world history, read it.

I enjoyed the Scriptural references and other references in general. I enjoyed the detailed

explanation of those Scriptures too! Great job by the Author!

A great deal of my own personal questions about the black presence in the bible were answered. I

am on a journey to research and find the absolute truth and this has been a great step in that right



direction. Thanks for the additional reading suggestions for my personal library.

This is one very interesting book. It's totally worth it's price.

I thought that this book was right on target in regards to the truths that authors put forth to debunk

the theory that the Ancient Hebrews were European.
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